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I. INTRODUCTION

In November 2005, Amazon launched Mechanical Turk (“AMT”), a website where “requesters” can post tasks, called “Human Intelligence Tasks” or “HITs,” for workers to complete for pay.1 Workers are required to agree that they are independent contractors, not employees, and that they are therefore not entitled to minimum wage or other employment benefits.2 Requesters post tasks to the platform, workers choose and do tasks, and requesters then review and “approve” or “reject” the submitted work. Workers are paid for approved work; they are not paid for rejected work. Requesters can reject (i.e., decline to pay for) work for any reason.

AMT’s “application programming interface” (“API”) allows requesters to post and review (i.e., approve or reject) tasks automatically by writing software.3 Requesters can write software to manage complex workflows through the API. For example, a photo tagging task might be posted twice for two workers to complete. If the two workers produce the same answers, the requester’s software can pay both workers. If they produce different answers, the software can post the task a third time, perhaps at a higher price for a worker with a previously earned qualification. In this workflow, the workers in the “majority” are paid; the “dissenter” is assumed to be incorrect and is not paid. A vast variety of variations on this workflow are possible. Researchers in fields such as human-computer interaction and science and technology studies (including us) have called this management by software
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variously “automatic management,”4 “algorithmic management,”5 "algorithmic authority,"6 and “algorithmic governance.”7

In 2011, Amazon reported that AMT hosted “more than 500,000 workers from 190 countries,”8 but researchers and requesters estimate that AMT hosts about 50,000 “active workers,”9 1,000 to 10,000 “full-time equivalents,”10 or about 7,300 “reachable” workers.11 Workers can conceivably work from anywhere in the world, as long they understand the task language (usually English) an have a reliable internet connection. In practice, however, most workers are in the United States or India12—presumably at least partly because workers can receive payment only in dollars, rupees, or Amazon gift card points.13 As of 2015, about three-fourths of the active workers appear to be based in the United States.14 Some of these workers have limited access to “traditional” jobs; researchers report that for these workers, AMT acts as a sort of “safety net.”15

In 2008, in response to reports from workers describing conditions of low pay, slow pay, poor communication, and arbitrary rejections (i.e., nonpayment),16 we designed Turkopticon,17 a website and browser extension that workers can use to review requesters, mainly along criteria of pay, pay speed, fairness of evaluation, and communication. As of January 2016, 56,000 users have created accounts on the Turkopticon website and about
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35,000 use one of the two browser extensions. Since early 2009, these users have posted 290,000 reviews of 42,000 requesters. As on AMT itself, only a small fraction of registered users is “active”: in an average month, about 1,000 workers post about 5,000 reviews; in the period between December 16, 2015 and January 17, 2016, for example, 1,205 reviewers posted 5,205 reviews. Even within these “active” users, participation is very unequally distributed: within any given month, most users who have posted any reviews have posted exactly one, but a dozen or so post more than 50, and one or two post more than 100.

To our knowledge, most “professional” AMT workers use Turkopticon. And in 2014, in an ethically fraught but instructive experiment, a group of economists found that effective wages among requesters with “good” reputations on Turkopticon were about 40% higher than effective wages among requesters with “neutral” or “bad” reputations—and that requesters with good reputations attracted workers to their tasks at nearly twice the rate as requesters with bad reputations.

Despite these apparent successes, and generally favorable portrayals in the media, Turkopticon has serious problems that threaten its long-term usefulness to workers. Workers often disagree about how to review “properly”; these disagreements can become heated and even vicious, destroying trust and goodwill and draining participants emotionally and mentally. Turkopticon is also occasionally a site of the harassment, insults, sexism, racism, profanity, baseless accusations, and occasional threats that trouble other online communities (and indeed offline worker communities and organizations). We have not developed robust processes for mediating these disagreements or moderating the harassments and incivility; indeed, our attempts to do so have generally produced further complications.

This Article describes AMT and Turkopticon, and attempts to draw lessons from our experiences with Turkopticon for broader efforts to develop broad-based worker power in the “on-demand economy.” Eight lessons are
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presented. The first four concern reputation systems specifically; the last four concern the development of worker power in the on-demand economy generally. First, reputation is important in online labor platforms; participants do avoid other participants with bad reputations, and the processes by which reputation is calculated and displayed affect market outcomes. Second, reputation in online labor platforms is not simple; “star” rating systems, even on multiple criteria, are likely to be inadequate. Third, successful reputation systems will evolve as participants and administrators learn what is important in the labor process, and as what is important itself changes. Fourth, for designers or regulators embarking on the task of adding reputation to an existing platform, the choice between designing an independent reputation system or adding a reputation system to the platform itself presents trade-offs; it is not at all clear that one or the other is always preferable. Fifth, alternative models for organizing labor platforms are imaginable that could offer strategies for overcoming some of the difficulties posed by both independent and integrated reputation systems. Our experiences suggest that these alternatives are worth exploring. Sixth, current platforms, including Turkopticon, concentrate power in the hands of a small group of operators. More democratic designs and governance strategies are imaginable, and likely worth exploring in the context of supporting the development of broad-based worker power. Seventh, the growth of the “on-demand economy” raises thus far understudied cultural questions about the casualization of service labor. Eighth and finally, robust interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral collaboration will be needed to develop broad-based worker power in the “on-demand economy.”

The Article proceeds as follows. Part II describes AMT in detail. It describes the kinds of tasks available, the kinds of requesters who post them, the process by which work is completed, common problems that arise in the course of work, and so on. It also describes the broader “ecosystems” of tools, practices, and discourses “around” it developed by both workers and requesters. Part III describes Turkopticon in detail. It describes its design and operation; outcomes and current problems; and ongoing discussions about possible future developments. Finally, Part IV steps back from the technical and social details of AMT and Turkopticon to elaborate on the eight lessons summarized above.

II. AMAZON MECHANICAL TURK

A. Origin Story

While AMT’s origins were specific to Amazon, they were symptomatic of the problems of organizing large volumes of products, images, and other culturally meaningful but computationally challenging objects. Amazon representatives describe AMT as a system originally built to help “clean” data coming into Amazon’s huge product catalog. Amazon was a clearinghouse for products from many different vendors, and could handle everything from payments to inventory and shipping logistics. These varied vendors would sometimes upload entries for identical products. As a result, customers searching for products would see several search results for products that appeared identical. Amazon designers wanted to hide the duplicate entries, but the task of doing so computationally proved “insurmountable” for Amazon engineers.

Amazon also did not want to burden vendors with the task of marking other Amazon-listed products identical to that sold by the vendor. The system designers decided to displace this labor to a “crowdsourced” workforce. Amazon engineers built a site through which Amazon employees, in their spare work time, could contribute to the process of identifying and hiding the duplicate entries. This was successful, and it was eventually opened to workers and requesters outside Amazon. It was extended to support tasks other than duplicate product identification. A mechanism for paying workers was added. And the cheeky but truthful tagline “artificial artificial intelligence” was coined to describe the new service.

With these additions, AMT became a prototype for how to expand computer scientists’ agencies over expanded pools and kinds of labor. It became simultaneously the next step in both artificial intelligence and cloud computing. In describing the system in a 2006 lecture at MIT (see Figure 1 below), Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos said, “You’ve heard of software-as-a-service. Well, this is human-as-a-service.” Inspired by AMT, competitors have sprung up to offer crowdsourced search engine optimization, sales lead
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AMT offers a view into how speculative technological production, as well as “big data” industries, generate value through new labor processes. The work of processing cultural data, filling the gaps left by “real” artificial intelligence, is central to web industries that organize, store, and surveil large volumes of user generated text, images, and sounds, usually while searching for a profit. AMT and similar systems are central to calibrating search algorithms, offering companies a view into public social media sentiment about brands, and making sound and video searchable. AMT also enables rapid innovation by offering firms and entrepreneurs rapid, flexible, and cheap access to a diverse and educated workforce for rapid marketing surveys and product testing; among the most active AMT workers, nearly 58% already have a bachelor’s degree or higher. Inexpensive and quick workforces lower the financial and time costs of experimentation and failure.
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for employers.\textsuperscript{31} This is one example of the labor conditions that enable rapid change and product speculation in innovative industries.\textsuperscript{32}

B. The Labor Process

The basic process of posting tasks to AMT and completing them has three main parts (see Figure 2): requesters post tasks to the site; workers choose tasks to do and do them; and the requester reviews—and “approves” or “rejects”—the work.

*Figure 2. The Basic AMT Work Process.*

A task may include visiting an assigned webpage and copying data from the page into a structured form provided by the requester. It may include transcribing small bits of audio. It may include classifying an image in accordance to an acceptable content policy. It may include clicking edges on pictures of a room to guide a robot’s computer vision algorithm. Requesters may post just a few of such tasks, or they may post hundreds of thousands. New or small-scale requesters can post these tasks using a web-based interface, but experienced requesters can automate the procurement of work and integrate it into existing code by using the AMT Application Programming Interface (“API”). Requesters include professors and graduate
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students in computer science research labs and quantitative social science departments, employees of big data startups and major corporations such as LinkedIn and Google, and intermediary companies that organize and broker crowdsourcing projects such as CastingWords and CrowdFlower.

An illustrative sample of HITs appears in Table 1; Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the AMT interface. Pay ranges from one cent to tens of dollars; most HITs pay less than $0.50.

**Table 1. Some tasks from Amazon Mechanical Turk**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>HITs available</th>
<th>Reward (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find images of these real estate agents</td>
<td>136,725</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find the mobile app link</td>
<td>12,748</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type the text from the images, carefully. Productivity and bonuses guaranteed.</td>
<td>9,498</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge the appropriateness of a product for a question</td>
<td>5,294</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Details of a HIT from the AMT HIT List**

**Figure 4. Preview of a HIT**

Requesters assign tasks with a reward for successful completion – the piece rate. Amazon charges the requester a fraction of the posted reward in addition to the reward price. Workers choose what tasks to do, then do them.
After the worker submits work for a task, the requester has full discretion to either “approve” or “reject” the task in accordance with their standards or convenience. Workers whose work is approved are paid. Workers whose work is rejected are not paid, although requesters may choose to keep and use the work in any case. Finally, requesters may choose to give some workers a bonus of any size. Amazon charges the requester a fee between 20% and 45% of the payment price, depending on the structure of the task and the worker pool the requester wants to access.  

1. Seeing and Choosing Tasks

After a task is posted, it appears in the HIT listing, which by default lists ten HIT groups per page (see Figure 5). Workers can sort the listings by how old the HITs are, how soon they will expire, how much they pay, how many tasks are available, how much time they allow, or (perhaps occasionally usefully) alphabetically.

Figure 5. Part of the AMT HIT List

They can also search for HITs matching specific keywords, HITs that pay at least a certain amount, HITs that require the Masters qualification
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34. The distinction between “HIT” and “HIT group” is subtle. Technically, a HIT is a single task; for example, manually transforming an image of a receipt into structured data by entering different values on the receipt into different fields in a form. A HIT group is a group of HITs that use an identical form and process but include different data elements; for example, a thousand receipt entry HITs with identical forms but different images (i.e., different receipts). Workers sometimes refer to large HIT groups as “batches” or “batch HITs,” but also use sentences like “I did a hundred of these [HITs]” to describe having completed many HITs in a single HIT group.
(explained below under “Discipline and Quality Control”), or HITs that are available to them (see Figure 6). (To produce results for the latter kind of search, the site checks the qualifications required by available HITs against the worker's qualifications.) When looking at a page in the listings or search results, a worker can click on the title of a HIT to see more information (specifically, the description, keywords, and required qualifications).

Figure 6. Workers Can Use Different Criteria to Sort the HIT List

They can also click a link to see the first page of the HIT itself. This page may be the entirety of the HIT, it may be a brief information page, or it may be entirely uninformative. After viewing this “preview,” the worker may choose to accept the HIT. The worker then has the allotted time to complete the HIT. While completing the HIT, the worker may choose to “return” the HIT. (Workers often do this if a HIT turns out to have technical problems, or to take longer than they expected.) Or the worker may run out of time, in which case AMT classifies the HIT as “abandoned.”

2. Discipline and Quality Control

Once the worker submits the HIT, the requester can approve or reject it. Workers are paid for approved HITs and not for rejected HITs. If the requester does neither, AMT eventually approves the HIT and pays the worker. The time after which this occurs is called by workers the “auto approve” or “AA” time of the HIT group. The default, and maximum allowed, auto approve time is 30 days; some prolific requesters set it to seven days, or even 24 or 48 hours. Workers often share this information once they know it, and attentive requesters know that workers value quick evaluation of their work. Requesters can also give workers bonuses when evaluating work (or even after they have approved or rejected work).

The option to reject work is broadly assumed to be intended to prevent workers from quickly submitting useless work in the hope of being paid anyway—and it appears to meet this aim relatively well. When rejecting work, requesters must offer some explanation for the rejection. But this is
enforced simply by disallowing requesters from leaving the explanation text field entirely blank, so sometimes they offer unhelpful “explanations,” such as “1,” “X,” or “.” The AMT participation agreement (typically referred to by workers and requesters as the “terms of service” or “TOS”) says (Sec. 3a): “Upon completion of Services [i.e., work] to Requesters’ reasonable satisfaction, Requesters must pay Providers [i.e., workers] for their Services.”  

But the agreement does not define “reasonable,” nor would it be possible to do so in a manner that could be operationalized entirely algorithmically. In practice, requesters can reject work for any or no reason (beyond, for example, “X”). If a worker finds the rejection unreasonable, they can file a complaint with AMT. But AMT does not mediate in disputes between workers and requesters. In fact, the TOS explicitly disclaims any such responsibility (Sec. 3f, original emphasis):

Disputes between Requesters and Providers. Your use of the Site is at your own risk. Because Amazon Mechanical Turk is not involved in the actual transaction between Providers and Requesters, Amazon Mechanical Turk will not be involved in resolving any disputes between participants related to or arising out of the Services or any transaction.

Typically, workers filing complaints of unfair rejection with Amazon receive form responses to the same effect.

Several years after the launch of AMT, Amazon introduced an alternative quality control mechanism for requesters. Amazon declares certain workers—through mechanisms not made public—as “Masters” workers. Amazon describes these workers as an “elite” pool of workers who consistently surpass the bar set by Amazon’s “statistical monitoring.” Panos Ipeirotis reported in late 2012 that “a current search reveal[ed] 20,744 workers” with the Masters qualification. For requesters using the web interface, tasks are restricted by default to workers with the Masters qualification. To change this, the requester must know that this is the case and know where the option is to change the setting. The process by which a worker is given the Masters qualification is vigorously speculated about by workers—including relatively inexperienced workers who have, to their surprise, received the qualification, and experienced workers who, to their annoyance, have not.
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From the perspective of workers, both the decision to “approve” or “reject” work and (especially) the assignment of the Masters qualification are unaccountable and can seem arbitrary.

C. Requesters

AMT requesters are diverse. The most prolific historically have been intermediaries for others and have offered a variety of task types. (The two largest, CrowdFlower and CrowdSource, eventually built their own platforms and left AMT.) Many prolific requesters, however, even those who are intermediaries, specialize: Speechpad and CastingWords, for example, focus on audio transcription; p9r offers image transcription tasks; Tagasauris specializes in image metadata (“tagging”); and VidAngel, which appears to have removed AMT from its work process, used to pay Turkers to edit movies to make them family-friendly. Some requesters are special-purpose accounts for particular projects run by particular individuals or organizations. For example, social media giant LinkedIn posted business card transcription tasks through an intermediary using the requester name “Oscar Smith”; a Google speech recognition project posted tasks under the name “Project Endor”; and popular “microblogging” platform and social network Twitter used AMT to classify trending topics in real time.

While there are tens of thousands of requesters on AMT, a market power is concentrated in the small fraction of requesters who post most of the work; a 2015 study, for example, found that 10% of requesters post 98% of tasks. As a result of this concentration of market power, the history of workers’ experiences in AMT is partly the history of specific requesters and their practices.

Workers often express deep ambivalence about their relationships with the most prolific requesters. Prolific requesters often start out beloved—for the volume of work they make available and the regularity with which they post it—but their relationships with workers often become strained as requesters grow, streamline their processes, and cut costs. As this slow process unfolds, workers may find themselves feeling trapped: a worker may want to stop doing tasks for a particular requester whose practices they feel have begun to adversely impact workers. But they may need the money and stability offered by a prolific requester. Even if the requester has lowered pay, workers familiar with the requester’s practices may continue to work for them instead of taking the time to look for other requesters who might treat them better or pay more. The “search costs” and “switching costs” associated

with finding other reliable requesters may effectively constrain workers to persist in situations they no longer find satisfactory—a situation that mirrors some workers’ relationship with AMT generally.

The story of one particular requester, CrowdFlower, illustrates well the complexity of worker-requester relationships and the difficulty of assessing the overall impact of a particular requester on workers’ livelihoods and well-being. CrowdFlower, a San Francisco-based startup originally called Dolores Labs, no longer posts tasks to AMT but is well remembered in Turker memory as one of the most prolific, and controversial, requesters ever to post HITs.

CrowdFlower acted as an intermediary for other organizations and individuals who wanted to post large task batches to AMT but lacked the technical expertise or time to do it themselves. CrowdFlower built a platform that workers and other requesters could interact with that provided many features not offered by AMT itself. CrowdFlower’s platform managed workers and allowed requesters to manage posted and submitted work. In 2009, CrowdFlower cofounder Lukas Biewald was instrumental in collecting the initial corpus of Turkopticon reviews. He was enthusiastic about the prospect of making information about requesters widely available to workers. He reasoned that such information would both pressure neglectful requesters to improve their practices and reward well-behaved ones—and in his view, at the time at least, CrowdFlower was among the better requesters.

By 2011, CrowdFlower was known among workers mainly for the diversity of its tasks (posted for a variety of paying clients) and their uniformly low pay. And in 2012, the firm became the defendant in a class action lawsuit filed by Oregon-based worker Christopher Otey. The suit alleged that although Otey and other crowd workers had been required to agree that they were independent contractors—not employees—before completing work for CrowdFlower, the degree of control the firm exerted over the work through its platform made them employees in practice, and in the eyes of the law. Because they were paid less than minimum wage but were, they alleged, employees in practice, CrowdFlower was in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the U.S. federal law that regulates working time and minimum wage. The plaintiffs’ complaint alleged that Biewald had stated in public that they paid many of their workers $2-3/hour; the complaint offered links to YouTube videos documenting these statements. (The videos have since been removed.) CrowdFlower stopped posting tasks to AMT in late 2013, focusing on other labor providers in its place. Sadly, despite the firm’s helpful involvement in Turkopticon’s early days (and despite the fact that the most recent review for CrowdFlower posted to Turkopticon was
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posted in December 2013), CrowdFlower has more low ratings from Turkopticon users than any other requester. The lawsuit was settled in July 2015.41

D. Complications

In practice, the Turking process is complicated—for workers and requesters—by a wide range of unexpected outcomes, mistakes, miscommunications, and even abuses—on the part of both requesters and workers. These complications arise in part because doing remote work well through a complex computer information system is hard, even for well-intentioned participants, and in part because some market participants are not necessarily well-intentioned.

Perhaps the most well-known complication is a consequence of the rejection feature. Requesters may reject work for any reason, and workers have no technical or legal recourse within AMT against requesters who they suspect may have erroneously rejected their work—or done so maliciously, with the intent to use it anyway. Thus while illegal wage theft is common in other low-wage industries, AMT’s rejection feature has effectively legalized wage theft in crowd work, as there is no way to distinguish between wage theft and legitimate and normal use of an intentionally designed platform feature. This feature gives requesters unique power over workers, and creates uncertainty among workers that some researchers have argued leads, at least in some parts of the market, to a “vicious circle” of low-quality work and low wages. For example, Panos Ipeirotis wrote in 2010:

Effectively, what Amazon Mechanical Turk is today [i.e., was in 2010] is a market for lemons . . . . A market for lemons is a market where the sellers cannot evaluate beforehand the quality of the goods that they are buying. So, if you have two types of products (say good workers and low quality workers) and cannot tell who is whom, the price that the buyer is willing to pay will be proportional to the average quality of the worker. So the offered price will be between the price of a good worker and a low quality worker. What [would] a good worker do? Given that good workers will not get enough payment for their true quality, they leave the market. This leads the buyer to lower the price even more towards the price for low quality workers. At the end, we only have low quality workers in the market (or workers willing to work for similar wages) and the offered price reflects that. This is exactly what is happening on Mechanical Turk today [i.e., was happening in 2010]. Requesters pay everyone as if they are low quality workers, assuming that extra quality assurance techniques will be required on top of Mechanical Turk.42

42. See Panos Ipeirotis, Mechanical Turk, Low Wages, and the Market for Lemons, A COMPUTER SCIENTIST IN A BUSINESS SCHOOL (July 27, 2010); Benjamin B. Bederson & Alexander J. Quinn, Web
While Ipeirotis later wrote that he believed subsequent changes to AMT had improved the situation,\textsuperscript{43} the extent to which this is the case for workers is hard to discern. And while changes to AMT may have improved requesters’ ability to secure quality work, Ipeirotis’s\textsuperscript{43} 2010 observation that “there is a symmetric market for lemons on [the requester] side”—i.e., that workers struggle to identify good requesters—still appears relevant.\textsuperscript{44} The difficulty for workers of distinguishing well-intentioned requesters from scammers—and the difficulty for requesters of distinguishing well-intentioned workers from cheaters—contributes to the need for complex quality control schemes on both sides of the market, adversarial worker-requester relations, and a climate of distrust, anxiety, and even hostility among workers, some of whom are quick to accuse others of “shilling” for requesters (or of being a requester) when others’ accounts of their experiences are markedly different from their own.

This dynamic is augmented by other properties of the market, especially the scale of market interactions, the algorithmic management of work, the disparate expectations requesters and workers bring to their interactions, and the effect of rejection statistics on workers’ ability to get work. One requester may receive work from thousands of workers in a single HIT group. Requesters may post and reviews tasks programmatically, through the API, without human oversight. Because programmatic review processes may be complex—and because they are handled by software written by humans—they are error-prone. Errors in workflows managed by software often lead to worker confusion, accusations of intentional requester malfeasance, and stress and wasted time for all parties. And when workers contact requesters to seek explanations for unexpected rejections, they are often dismayed to receive, in return, no response, a canned and irrelevant response, a slow response, or—perhaps worst of all—a dismissive response indicating that the requester is not inclined to spend time to figure out what happened to cause the worker to be rejected for a task worth a few cents. Requesters primed to expect quick and “frictionless” interactions with AMT often write software to post and review tasks, and ignore worker communications or offer cursory responses. One requester told us: “You cannot spend time exchanging email


\textsuperscript{43} Panos Ipeirotis, Reply, \textit{Is Mechanical Turk Really Broken?}, QUORA (Sept. 2, 2013), http://qr.ae/B7gZn.

\textsuperscript{44} In 2010, Ipeirotis wrote: “Scam requesters post HITs, behave badly, and cause good workers to avoid any newcomer. New requesters then get only low quality workers, get disappointed with the quality of the result[,] and . . . leave the market.” Ipeirotis, supra note 42. The consistency in the responses to Lilly Irani’s 2008 (TURK WORK, http://turkwork.differenceengines.com (last visited May 4, 2016)) and 2013 (TURKERS’ BILL OF RIGHTS 2013 EDITION, http://turkwork2013.differenceengines.com (last visited May 4, 2016)) “Turkers’ Bill of Rights” surveys suggests that not much had changed for workers between fall 2008 and summer 2013.
with workers]. The time you spent looking at the email costs more than what you paid them. This has to function on autopilot as an algorithmic system . . . and integrated with your business processes.”

Workers, in contrast, expect—or at least wish—to be treated as “human beings, not algorithms,” and to receive what they see as due consideration for their concerns from requesters. Responsiveness and communicativity are especially significant concerns for workers who rely on Turkig income to meet basic needs; if a major problem occurs and a worker finds themselves short payment for work they spent a significant amount of time on, can they rely on a requester to read, reply to, and act on their communications about the problem? If not, working for such a requester may pose a significant risk. These conflicting expectations, desires, and constraints lead, predictably, to frustration.

E. Ancillary Tools, Networks, and Practices

1. Worker Tools, Networks, and Practices

AMT is surrounded by a rich and complex “ecosystem” of technologies, communities, relationships, and practices “Turkers” use to get work done, share information, and support one another. According to Turkers, the most important parts of this ecosystem are the forums. There are several worker forums, including, in no particular order, Turker Nation, MTurk Crowd, MTurk Grind, the MTurk and HITsWorthTurkingFor “subreddits” (i.e., sections on the content aggregator reddit.com), and MTurk Forum. Each forum has different policies, politics, histories, and personalities—and differences between them sometimes erupt into inter-forum “drama.” But many experienced Turkers acknowledge the centrality of forums to earning money on AMT, especially for those “Turking for a living.” Discovering a forum appears to be a crucial turning point in the “careers” of financially

45. Irani & Silberman, supra note 27, at 614.
47. See, e.g., M. Six Silberman et al., Sellers’ Problems in Human Computation Markets (Proc. 2nd Workshop on Human Computation, 2010); M. Six Silberman, Lilly Irani & Joel Ross, Ethics and Tactics in Professional Crowdwork, 17 XRDS 39 (2010); Bederson & Quinn, supra note 42; Martin et al., supra note 15.
successful Turkers; it is typically only by connecting to a community of more experienced workers that one can navigate AMT well enough to earn significant income. Forum discussions are relatively open and unstructured. They include both specific information-sharing about tasks, requesters, and processes and more open-ended discussions in which newer workers “learn the ropes” and connect informally with others to build trust and community. For example, the MTurk Grind forum hosts a thread about “Mechanical Turk software beyond [user] scripts,” and another thread with resources and support for Turkers struggling with anxiety and depression. Turker Nation hosts a famous “Requesters Hall of Fame/Shame” subforum—the original dedicated resource, predating Turkopticon, for explicit discussion of workers’ experiences with requesters. All four major forums host public “daily HIT threads” in which workers post information about live HITs. These threads are very active, with some accumulating over a thousand posts in a 24-hour period. And many of the forums have associated IRC (Internet Relay Chat) channels (i.e., chat rooms) for real-time communication.

Requesters also communicate with workers on forums. Requesters can build trust with workers by communicating publicly on worker forums, and can share information and get feedback about their tasks and processes. Crucially, communicating quickly with workers on forums can save requesters from losing previously earned goodwill in the event of technical problems that result in accidental rejections or wasted time for workers. Turker Nation, MTurk Grind, and MTurk Forum all have dedicated subforums where requesters are invited to introduce themselves and recruit workers to their HITs.

Forum discussions are complemented by highly structured information sharing practices supported by specialized software. Most special-purposeTurking software used heavily by Turkers is built and maintained by Turkers. (I know of only two exceptions to this generalization: Turkopticon and Dynamo, discussed below.) Most of this software takes the form of user scripts, relatively small pieces of code that users can download and run within their web browser. User scripts typically alter the appearance and/or functionality of particular websites. For example, one popular script, “HIT Scraper,” scrapes as many pages of the AMT HIT list as the user specifies.

54. Milland et al., supra note 48.
55. For a qualitative study of Turker Nation, the oldest Turker forum, see Martin et al., supra note 15.
58. The subforum is private to registered users.
applies filters specified by the user, and displays the information concisely (see Figure 7). 59

**Figure 7. Results from the HIT Scraper Script, Built by Turkers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>HITs Available</th>
<th>To Pay</th>
<th>Accept HIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Turk</td>
<td>Transcribe data</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Turk</td>
<td>Transcribe the characters in the image (26 images)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Transcribe data</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Transcribe data</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>accept X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>In the image, you are to name and number words/numbers</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Review Turkopticon ratings</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Test script author</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Review Turkopticon ratings</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Turk survey</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Turk survey</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Describe IOC</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk learner</td>
<td>Take the concept one for the [concept of same element]</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The script lets the user omit HITs posted by requesters the user specifies (a feature perhaps inspired by another script, “Block Requester,” which hides HITs from requesters the user doesn’t want to work for from the HIT list56), or show only HITs posted by specific requesters. The script can also programmatically generate a piece of code for vBulletin—the software that powers the major worker forums—that can be pasted into a forum post. The code lists the HIT title, requester name and ID (including a link to Turkopticon reviews), Turkopticon aggregate ratings, number of Turkopticon reviews, link to submit a Turkopticon review, HIT description, allotted time for the HIT, number of HITs available, reward, and qualifications required—all in a visually clear and concise layout (Figure 8).


Figure 8. A post to the MTurk Crowd “daily thread” produced by a specialized user script built by Turkers. The text in the black box is gathered together automatically by the script from different sources—the AMT HIT list and Turkopticon—and presented clearly and concisely. The fact that the posting user’s avatar is not merely a photograph of a cat but rather an animated dancing cat is, regrettably, impossible to convey in this static screenshot.

Hundreds of posts including programmatically generated information about HITs, often supplemented with the posting worker’s comments, populate the daily threads on Turker forums. Other scripts allow workers to see the total value of their HITs pending approval (“Today’s Projected Earnings”), see more information about HITs, including the auto approval time (“Enhanced HIT Information Capsule”), and keep track of HITs they have done (“Mturk database”). Several browser extensions (“Turk Assist,” “Tools for Amazon’s Mechanical Turk”) attempt to integrate many of the most crucial features of multiple scripts into a single package.

2. Requester Tools, Networks, and Practices

An ecosystem of requester tools, networks, and practices parallels that made and used by Turkers. The requester world can be thought of having two parts: one inhabited mainly by academic requesters and one inhabited mainly by industry requesters. The two parts are tightly interwoven, but academic and industry requesters have different responsibilities and work within different institutional cultures. Thus the practices of academic and industry requesters, and the resources developed to support and explain them, differ somewhat. And researchers in different academic disciplines post different kinds of tasks to AMT; social scientists often post surveys and run experiments, while computer scientists often post tasks that incorporate workers into an algorithmic process, for example in computer vision or machine learning applications. These differences lead to different requirements; social scientists, for example, are often keen to ensure that they
are able to prevent workers from participating in a particular survey or experiment more than once, while the information processing work posted by computer scientists can often be done, at least in theory, by "any human." To the extent that this is the case, computer science researchers posting "human computation" tasks to AMT may sometimes “look” more like industry requesters than like social science researchers.

Like Turkers, requesters teach one another, share information, and develop and circulate specialized software. But requester discourse circulates in a broader variety of media: forums, blogs, meetups, workshops, conferences, and peer-reviewed papers. Most software developed by requesters is for requesters, not Turkers, and as many requesters work in the information technology industry, many requesters are programmers or have relatively easy access to programming expertise. As a result, there is a great deal of specialized software available for requesters.

The differences between academic and industry institutional cultures appears most markedly in the distribution of information about management techniques—especially approaches to quality control—and in the distribution of software itself. Crowd work researchers and academic requesters openly discuss quality control techniques in blogs, academic conferences, and journals, the contents of which are sometimes free online. Some industry requesters participate in these discussions, or discuss their approaches and techniques in their own blogs, but it appears that many do not. Similarly, most software written for academic requesters is free or open source, but there appears to be few free software packages distributed for industry requesters. Many prolific requesters in both sectors write their own specialized software, but it appears that few industry requesters share this work with others. Most free or open source software for requesters aims to aid with workflow management and data analysis; for example, tools exist to prevent workers from retaking surveys (e.g., “TurkGate”\textsuperscript{61}), integrate AMT more closely with other online survey tools such as Qualtrics (“QualTurk”\textsuperscript{62}), link statistical packages such as R to the AMT API (e.g., “MTurkR”\textsuperscript{63}), post and manage iterative tasks (“TurKit”\textsuperscript{64}), and manage the complex process of running behavioral experiments on AMT (e.g., “PsiTurk”\textsuperscript{65}). The most well-known free or open source tool for industry requesters may be Clockwork Raven, a toolkit for posting human judgment tasks such as sentiment analysis made by developers at Twitter.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{61} Gideon Goldin & Adam Darlow, TurkGate, EXPERIMENTAL TURK (Apr. 22, 2013).
\textsuperscript{64} TURKIT, http://groups.csail.mit.edu/uid/turkit (last visited May 4, 2016).
\textsuperscript{65} PSITURK, https://psiturk.org (last visited May 4, 2016).
At least as important as the auxiliary software they produce for other researchers, researchers in a wide range of disciplines also publish methodological papers and run workshops explaining how to use AMT for research.\(^6\) This both spreads practical knowledge about how to use AMT to do research and socially legitimates the practice. In the overlapping human computation and human-centered computing literatures, a large and diverse body of work exists on quality control for crowd work generally, with some of this work focusing specifically on AMT.\(^6\) Another body of work considers workers’ motivations for working, mainly for the purpose of designing incentives that maximize quality and speed and minimize cost.\(^6\)

---

We designed Turkopticon to intervene in the interface-mediated labor politics described in Part II. Over the years, Turkers have woven it into their everyday work practices. It has two main parts: a web database application and a browser extension. The web application lets workers review requesters. The reviews include qualitative and quantitative elements. The browser extension aggregates the quantitative elements of all reviews of a particular requester and adds them to the HIT listing next to HITs posted by that requester. This allows a worker to see what other workers have said about a requester before accepting work from them.

We built the prototype system in October 2008, launched it in January 2009, and have maintained it since then. As of January 2016, 56,000 users have created accounts on the Turkopticon website and about 35,000 use one of the two browser extensions. Since early 2009, these users have posted 290,000 reviews of 42,000 requesters. In an average month, about 1,000 workers post about 5,000 reviews; in the period between December 16, 2015 and January 17, 2016, for example, 1,205 reviewers posted 5,205 reviews. Participation is very unequally distributed: within any given month, most users who have posted any reviews have posted exactly one, but a dozen or so post more than 50, and one or two post more than 100. Most professional Turkers appear to use Turkopticon. Requesters report that the prospect of negative Turkopticon reviews influences their decision making while posting HITs and reviewing submitted work. One study of Turkopticon, conducted in the summer of 2014 by a group of economists at the University of Minnesota, found that Turkopticon reviews both accurately reflect requesters’ propensities to reject work and affect requesters’ ability to have work completed. Silberman is the system’s de facto lead programmer and database administrator; we both work with Turkopticon’s most active users, including the volunteer moderators, to manage community issues and support users who run into problems.70

Turkopticon is named after the panopticon, a prison surveillance design devised by British philosopher Jeremy Bentham and most famously analyzed by French philosopher Michel Foucault. The panoptic prison is round with a guard tower in the center. The tower does not reveal whether the guard is present, so prisoners must assume they could be monitored at any moment. The possibility of surveillance, the theory goes, induces prisoners to discipline themselves. Turkopticon’s name cheekily references the

---

2013); Chien-Ju Ho et al., Towards Social Norm Design for Crowdsourcing Markets, 94 (Proc. 4th Workshop on Human Computation, 2012).

70. For data sources for the foregoing paragraph, see supra notes 18-21.
panopticon, pointing to our hope that the site could not only hold employers accountable, but induce better behavior.

A. Turking with Turkopticon

Using Turkopticon complicates the Turking process for workers (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Turking with Turkopticon

Turkers can interact with Turkopticon in a variety of ways. The simplest and most common is to view aggregated review data while selecting tasks from the AMT task list. Turkopticon adds new information to this interface (see Figures 10 and 11), and workers using Turkopticon look at and consider this information when choosing tasks.
If the aggregated quantitative information is not decisive in helping the worker make a decision, the worker may click a link in the Turkopticon interface element to view the individual reviews, including comments (some of which are lengthy), posted by other workers about the requester (see Figure 12).
the reviews here before working for this requester” is a common statement in unfavorable Turkopticon reviews.

A worker may post a review of a requester after, or even before, they have completed a task posted by that requester. Workers sometimes post “preliminary reviews” that leave some parts of the review form blank in order to warn others about technical problems or an unusual or confusing task design (see Figure 13). Workers often post reviews after completing a task; at this point, they have a good deal of information about the task, but do not yet know how the requester will review it. Workers therefore often edit reviews after their work is approved or rejected by the requester—which may happen up to 30 days after the worker completes the task.
Turkopticon appears to have changed the decision-making process in approving or rejecting work—at least among requesters who know about it. One requester told us that having a bad Turkopticon reputation made it effectively impossible to attract workers who would submit quality work. But it may be too easy to get a bad reputation: even a technical problem with a task can lead to a string of bad reviews if it is not addressed quickly. And Turkopticon has other problems. From an administrative perspective, many of the problems fall into two major categories: problems arising from disagreements about how to use the review form and problems arising from the absence of a strong connection between a worker and their Turkopticon account.

1. Disagreements: The Review Form

The review form, designed in 2008 after coding the responses to Irani’s initial “Turkers’ Bill of Rights” survey, includes 5-point Likert scale entries for four requester attributes—generosity of pay, fairness (ostensibly of approval, and rejection decisions, but used by workers for a variety of purposes), speed of pay, and communicativity. The site itself does not give guidance about what counts as, for example, a 5/5 for generosity of pay, or a 2/5 for communicativity; on the contrary, the first instruction on the review form is “Give the ratings you feel best describe your experience.” This ambiguity was a strength in Turkopticon's early years, as it created space for workers to discuss their experiences, compare notes, and develop a collective sense of the range of requester behavior—and within that, what ought to be considered good and what bad. But in recent years, with veteran Turkers
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having to some extent established a shared understanding of how to use the rating system, newcomers who lack this understanding—or users who disagree with the common usage—can cause tension.

In late 2013, for example, a worker posted a thread to the MTurk subreddit with the title “Incompetent users breaking TurkOpticon, what now?” The 500-word post began:

TurkOpticon is filling up with incompetent users. They don’t know what good pay is, they don’t know what is prompt, they don’t know what is fair, and/or they rate every category based on ONE thing instead of on the actual categories. They’ve rendered the rating-at-a-glance feature to be completely unreliable; if you want to know whether a HIT is worth your time, you have to open up the Reviews page and look for someone who actually left a comment, and then decide if that reviewer is one of the people who has the same standards as you or if you have to disregard their rating because they’re one of the ones that think $1/1 hour deserves a 5/5 score. This takes time and causes aggravation, the very things TurkOpticon was meant to save us.71

In view of these concerns, a series of discussions on the Turkopticon mailing list in spring 2014 raised the prospect of adding several more “objective” fields to the review form. “How long did the requester take to pay you?” was proposed to replace the speed of pay rating. “Were you approved?” and “If not, do you think the rejection was fair?” were proposed to replace the fairness rating. And a combination of the reward and the time it took to do the task was proposed to replace the generosity of pay rating. In fall 2015, a new review form was drafted. The new form has not yet been implemented; it amounts to an almost complete redesign of the review system. The proposed design is however instructive in that it shows the detailed information workers have said they would like to be able to use to choose among tasks. Boxes 1 and 2 list the questions in the proposed form. Workers are asked to review specific HITs, not requesters (who may post many different HITs at once).

Figure 14 shows how an updated version of the browser extension might integrate this information into the AMT HIT list. (For the AMT HIT list without Turkopticon, see Figure 5; for the current browser extension, see Figures 10 and 11 above.)

---

A version of the browser extension updated to represent the information collected in the proposed new review form would add over a dozen new pieces of information to the HIT listing. Because the proposed new review form collects both the reward and the estimated completion time, an average wage can be calculated from the review data. The rejection rate, at least from among those who have reviewed the HIT, can be calculated and displayed. The number of reviewers claiming that their rejections were unfair can also be displayed. Because requesters sometimes change the reward for a HIT, the average reward may be different from the current reward; differences can alert workers to increases or decreases in the reward. The average review time (and therefore payment delay for approved work) can be displayed, as can reviewers’ satisfaction with the requester’s communication about the HIT. If reviewers flag a HIT as broken, deceptive, or in violation of AMT TOS, this information can be displayed. Finally, average information for some of these statistics for all of the requester’s HITs can be computed; in the design shown here they appear at the far left, under the requester’s name.

Box 1. First part of the proposed new review form. A worker is asked these questions whether they are reviewing a single HIT or a “batch.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIT ID</th>
<th>[automatically filled, can be edited by reviewer] (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIT Name</td>
<td>[automatically filled, can be edited by reviewer] (required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requester ID</td>
<td>[automatically filled, can be edited by reviewer] (required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requester Name</td>
<td>[automatically filled, can be edited by reviewer] (required)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] This HIT is broken.
If the HIT is broken, please explain how:
(_required if “This HIT is broken” is checked)

[ ] This HIT is deceptive.
If the HIT is deceptive, please explain how:
(_required if “This HIT is deceptive” is checked)

[ ] This HIT violates the Mechanical Turk Terms of Service (TOS).
If the HIT violates TOS, please explain how:
(_required if “This HIT violates TOS” is checked):

Did you do more than one of these HITs? (required)
[ ] Yes  [ ] No
Box 2. Second part of the proposed new review form. Similar questions with slightly different wording are shown if the user checks “Yes” in response to “Did you do more than one of these HITs?” in the first section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How much did the HIT pay? US $ ___ (required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About how long did it take you to do the HIT? (required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___ hours ___ minutes ___ seconds or [ ] I don’t know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has your work been approved or rejected yet? (required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Yes [ ] No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long did the requester take to approve or reject your work?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This question will only appear if the reviewer clicks “Yes” in response to “Has your work been approved or rejected yet?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Less than one day or ___ days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was your work rejected? (required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This question will only appear if the reviewer clicks “Yes” in response to “Has your work been approved or rejected yet?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Yes [ ] No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think the rejection was fair?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This question will only appear if the reviewer clicks “Yes” in response to “Was your work rejected?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Yes [ ] Maybe [ ] No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please feel free to explain what happened here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you try to communicate with the requester about the HIT?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Yes [ ] No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the requester respond to your satisfaction?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This question will only appear if the reviewer clicks “Yes” in response to “Did you try to communicate with the requester about the HIT?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Yes [ ] No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you have not already, please feel free to explain what happened here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Identity: Harassment and Requester Self-Reviews

Some workers use Turkopticon to encourage others to harass requesters. Sometimes the impetus for this incitement arises from a misunderstanding. For example, new academic requesters who do not want multiple responses from one worker for a survey often use an AMT feature called a “block” to prevent workers from completing their HITs more than once. (There appears to be multiple kinds of block, although workers argue about this.) If a
requester blocks a worker, the worker may receive an automated email from Amazon informing them of the block and warning them that if they receive multiple blocks, their account may be suspended. This creates stress, especially for workers who rely on Turking income to meet basic needs. As a result, new requesters who do not realize they are doing anything “wrong” by blocking workers may be on the receiving end of significant worker anger. In October 2012, for example, one worker posted a review rating a requester 1/5 for fairness (and N/A for the other attributes), with the following explanation: “DO NOT COMPLETE THESE HITS, THIS PERSON WILL BLOCK YOU AND GET YOUR ACCOUNT SUSPENDED. BEWARE.”

In May 2013, another worker posted a comment underneath the review (“XXX” indicates redacted content):

Report this scammer. His website is registered through enom.com. The person it’s registered to is XXXXXXXX. Send complaints to enom. Then file complaints to their affiliate program. Their clixsense affiliate Id & account number is XXXXXXXX. Their rewarding ways affiliate Id is XXXXXXXX. Their inbox dollars & Jill’s Click corner affiliate ID is refXXXXXXX. Their Reality-Networkers Id is XXXXXXXX. And they are using paypal on their site. Paypal has this as their email address, XXXXXXXX@XXXXXXXX.edu. Complain about their scam to paypal. If you search for the email address you will find [the requester’s name]. An [name of university redacted] student. He also has a facebook page also.

The requester, a graduate student, replied in a comment:

This post is defaming and insulting my name. I have done nothing this person has reported. I just came across this today. It is one thing to leave a review that is true, but it is another thing to name someone out, the reason he is mad is because it is a low paying hit. Please delete this comment. Thank you. I will work on increasing the pay on my hits.

The requester emailed us several days later. After an email exchange spanning a month in which the requester explained that he was receiving threatening emails and messages on social networking sites—sometimes dozens daily—and that he was working with his university to have his email address changed as a result, we censored the comment with the requester’s information, at that time an unprecedented exercise of administrative power.

We have also received reports of workers attempting to blackmail requesters into paying for work both parties know is bad by threatening to leave bad Turkopticon reviews. We have received reports that sometimes these efforts are successful.

Sometimes requesters review themselves. This is possible because we have no mechanism for verifying that a Turkopticon user posting a review has worked for the requester they are reviewing, or that they are even a worker at all. Niloufar Salehi, Ali Alkhatib, and Eva Ogbe developed a mechanism for linking a user’s account on a separate service to a worker’s
AMT account was developed in 2014 for the Dynamo platform. Turkopticon users have expressed interest in adopting this model, but it has not yet been implemented. (And in November 2015, Alkhatib told us that Amazon had disabled the technique they were using.) For now, Turkopticon’s volunteer moderators—who are expert Turkers and members of multiple Turker communities—rely on information from the Turkopticon database, contextual clues such as a reviewer’s email address and review history, and direct communication with reviewers to determine if a review was posted inappropriately by a requester masquerading as a worker.

Finally, Turkopticon is afflicted by the harassment, insults, sexism, racism, profanity, baseless accusations, and occasional threats that trouble other online communities (and indeed offline worker communities and organizations). At present, Turkopticon uses a combination of simple automated filters and a relatively unsophisticated flagging system that lets users bring uncivil reviews to the attention of volunteer moderators. The ambiguities of this arrangement sometimes upsets the people who are “moderated” (or, in extreme cases, silenced). As a result, we occasionally receive angry or threatening emails from both workers and requesters, and the Institutional Review Board at the University of California, San Diego, where the server hosting Turkopticon is physically located, has received a few formal complaints against us over the years. Although more sophisticated approaches to online community moderation exist, exploring and refining them is beyond Turkopticon’s current organizational capacity.

IV. LESSONS FOR DEVELOPING WORKER POWER IN THE ON-DEMAND ECONOMY

What have we learned in the six years of Turkopticon’s operation? Are these lessons relevant for efforts to support the development of worker power in the “on-demand economy”? In this concluding Part, we offer eight lessons that we hope will be useful for stakeholders in those ongoing efforts. The first four pertain to reputation systems for labor platforms specifically; the last four address the project of developing “on-demand” worker power generally.


A. Reputation Is Important

First, unsurprisingly, reputation is important. Just as in other markets, computerized reputation systems can significantly influence outcomes in labor markets. When they have it, people use reputation information in their decision making. The processes by which that information is created, filtered, aggregated, revised, and displayed influences those decisions and, ultimately, “macro” outcomes in the market such as the distribution of benefits and bargaining power between stakeholder groups. In a labor market, a reputation system serves functionally as a governance mechanism, “reifying” commonly accepted ideas about accepted (and unacceptable) practice and sanctioning participants who violate market norms.

B. Reputation Is Not Simple

Second, reputation is complex. Workers in different circumstances look for different things in a task or client. This means that a single 5-point Likert scale, or even several, as in the current Turkopticon review form, may be inadequate or even misleading. The significant increase in complexity between the current review form and the proposed new form shows that workers are interested in obtaining information about client behavior at many points in the workflow enabled by the market. In other discussions, workers have raised the possibility of deleting old reputation data when they know that management of a requester account has changed hands, or if a novice requester made a mistake that severely harmed their reputation but was quickly corrected. Technical and organizational mechanisms for accountably incorporating such knowledge into the aggregate reputation information seen by a worker browsing or searching for work will be complex, but will improve the fairness of the reputation system. Finally, despite the ongoing change of relevant criteria and worker expectations, some norms appear to have stabilized. For example, the current Turkopticon review form allows a reviewer to note that a requester’s HITs violate the AMT Participation Agreement (informally referred to by workers as the “TOS,” or “Terms of Service”). However, sometimes reviewers leaving an unfavorable review after a rejection they perceive as unfair or mistaken will indicate, falsely, that the requester’s HITs violate the TOS. They are typically asked by Turkopticon’s volunteer moderators to correct their review to avoid needlessly deterring other workers from doing the HIT, but a more efficient approach might be to simply separate the “TOS violation” “flag” from individual reviews that reviewers feel are “theirs,” and devise a collective

workflow that gives experienced workers more influence in determining the status of that flag for a given HIT.

C. Successful Reputation Systems Will Evolve

Third, successful reputation systems will evolve. As in other domains, successful governance is an ongoing process: “problems” are rarely decisively solved; rather, the technical or organizational “solution” of one “problem” often creates another problem. Relevant review criteria and their interpretations may change over time, presenting system administrators with both technical and social challenges. And to know about these changes in the first place, administrators must take the time to remain “in touch” with stakeholders. In such a dynamic context, the notion—beloved of engineers—that a technical system can offer a solution to a social problem is likely to be misleading.

D. The Choice between Independent and Integrated Reputation Systems Presents Trade-offs

Fourth, the choice between independent and integrated reputation systems—for example, between, on one hand, establishing a reputation system independent from the labor platform it regulates, and, on the other, requiring or calling on platform operators to include sophisticated reputation mechanisms within their platforms—presents trade-offs. This choice was not available to us as operators of Turkopticon, but it may be available to regulators. The major concern in requiring platform operators to integrate nuanced, two-sided reputation mechanisms into their platforms is conflict of interest: “on-demand” platforms thrive economically on convenience for the client, and establishing and operating complex governance mechanisms by which workers can effectively police client behavior may not be perceived as aligned with platforms’ business interests. On the other hand, platform operators are likely to be better-positioned technically and organizationally to operate reputation systems that regulate their own platforms, as they already employ staff with the relevant expertise (community management, user research, software design and development) and have unique access to relevant data that they could easily publicize. Operators of independent reputation systems, in contrast, must—for now—work as volunteers (as in the case of Turkopticon), secure external funding, or convince workers to provide financial support. As a result, unlike well-funded labor platforms, independent reputation systems face an ongoing challenge of funding their work and establishing organizational sustainability. Additionally, independent reputation systems do not have direct access to relevant data (for example, in the case of AMT, requesters’ rejection rates). This means they
must use proxies (such as Turkopticon’s “fairness” criterion), ask workers to enter the data manually (as Turkopticon’s proposed new review form would do), or develop complex and perhaps brittle technological means to acquire it (Crowd-Workers.com, for example, a Turkopticon alternative, is a browser extension that scrapes the relevant data from the workers’ account “dashboards”).

A change to the AMT HIT list proposed by workers illustrates the dilemma. One use of Turkopticon is that it gives workers some information, however imperfect, about how likely a given requester is to reject (i.e., not pay for) their work. AMT staff, however, has access to complete data on this topic, and they could make it visible to workers. At least one worker responded to a call for design suggestions from AMT staff with a request that this data be made available to workers, but it has not been done.

E. Labor Platforms Can Be Organized Differently

Fifth, alternative organizational models are thinkable, and our experiences, which make visible the limitations of both independent and integrated systems, suggest that such alternatives may be worth exploring. For example, cooperatively owned and managed platforms may resolve the conflict of interest in integrated reputation systems by prioritizing financial sustainability rather than profit maximization and shareholder value as an organizational constraint rather than orienting platform design and operation—and a lively discourse is developing around the possibility of developing such platform. Alternatively, government regulation or an independent certification organization could require or call on platform operators to include integrated reputation systems within their platforms; to meet certain technical, procedural, and organizational requirements; and to open the technical and organizational operations of those systems to independent audit. Yet another alternative is that platform operators could be pressured or legally required to fund reputation systems that are maintained by a formally independent organization but functionally integrated with the software used by workers and clients, in a manner reminiscent of the former separation between the editorial and advertising departments of newspapers. Relevant data typically accessible only to platform operators could be made accessible to the reputation system. Finally, but perhaps most quickly acted upon, existing independent systems operated by workers and other third parties, such as the forums and software tools described in Part II, can be financially, technically, and organizationally supported by government agencies, labor organizations, or foundations.
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Sixth, current platforms, including Turkopticon, concentrate power in the hands of a small group of operators. Platform operators make design and policy decisions that shape the general availability of information among participants as well as administrative decisions in specific cases. As Ajay Agrawal and colleagues write:

The position of the platform vis-a-vis the marketplace is . . . like that of a government that sets policies to encourage efficient market outcomes without dictating trades. The platform decides how often and in what context participants are exposed to each other, what information is collected by parties, and how this information is displayed. Platforms also set policies about what trades are permissible, how entry is gained, what contracts and prices are allowed, and so on. The platform may also make recommendations and set defaults.77

Like governments who rely on tax revenues from a particularly lucrative market, however, platform operators’ incentives make it implausible to expect them to be perfectly neutral; rather, their interests are typically more aligned with clients’ than workers’. Platform operators set the “rules of the game,” but they are also themselves “players.” Further, most platforms—again, Turkopticon included—function to some extent as autocratic governments, with design, development, policy, and administration in the hands of a small group of technocrats. As the aggrieved email from a worker sent to Silberman’s personal email address makes clear, the technical power of site operators vests them with significant social power—whether they want it or not. This may be beneficial for labor platforms aiming to maximize profits but it may be counterproductive for platforms aiming to support the development of broad-based worker power. It takes significant care and effort to distribute this power accountably, however, especially in a not-for-profit setting. It is possible to imagine more democratically accountable platforms that distribute power more broadly among stakeholders. The extent to which such platforms are however democratic in practice depends not only on the design of the technology and the social practices that it supports and hinders, but also the organizations and social practices enabling and surrounding the development, operation, maintenance, and evolution of the platforms.

G. The “On-Demand Economy” Raises Deep but Understudied Cultural Questions

Seventh, the growth of the “on-demand economy” raises deep, but thus far under-studied, questions about cultural trends expanding the casualization of service labor relationships of all kinds that may be beyond the scope of regulation or technological intervention to mitigate. Irani found that AMT allows programmers to maintain the ideology of non-hierarchical collaboration by rendering low valued labor invisible. Similarily, freelance filmmaker Andrew Callaway noted of Postmates, an on-demand courier service, that the platform makes service labor more culturally palatable in a culture that disavows servitude. He writes:

Postmates couriers are told that it is strictly against the rules to shake a customer’s hand. Like all rules, this didn’t come from nowhere. The truth is that using sharing economy services can breed contempt for the workers. One creepy Uber driver can nurture disdain for all the lowly drivers. You never even have to see the person who is cleaning your house or your clothes. Plenty of people requested that I drop off their food at the door. Customers grow to love apps that make the worker anonymous. That way, you don’t have to feel guilty about having servants.

Even more than low cost, immediacy and convenience are the major marketing points of many on-demand services: ride-“sharing” service Lyft advertises “rides in minutes,” delivery service Postmates offers “the best of your city delivered in minutes,” and general labor platform TaskRabbit assures potential clients that “help around the home is just a few clicks away.” The German language site of Ohlala, a Berlin-based platform for “paid dates”—described in the American tech news as “an Uber for escorts,” although the site denies that it is an “escort app”—promises clients “paid dates” that are “immediate, anonymous, [and] uncomplicated.” The apparently broad appeal of the ability to enter into a labor relation—whether the labor on offer be “data cleaning,” taxi services, house cleaning, food delivery, or sex—in a way that is artfully technologically mediated so that clients need not grapple with or even confront the “complications” of hiring a human being deserves careful examination.
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Finally, robust interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral collaborations will be needed to improve the fairness of existing platforms, develop sustainable worker power, and develop and maintain new labor platforms that orient toward fairness and accountability—between workers, social scientists, designers, programmers, social entrepreneurs, regulators, labor organizers, and other stakeholders invested in developing technologies, organizations, business practices, and economic institutions that attend more conscientiously to the needs of workers—not just employers and customers.